
TicketNetwork® POS 11

We build success
TicketNetwork creates technology that defines the world of ticketing. Our focus 

on research and development keeps our software at the forefront of the industry.

The latest update to the TicketNetwork® Point-of-Sale software delivers improved 

manageability, accountability, and connectivity. Upload your inventory to TicketsNow, 

StubHub, Ticket Evolution, Vivid Seats, and others via the TicketNetwork® 

POS. This innovation means you can manage your ticket business from a 

single platform and provides massive exposure for your inventory. We 

understand that speed and versatility translate to money, so 

we continue to improve the POS so it is precisely the tool 

you need to effectively and efficiently manage tasks and 

grow your business.



The TicketNetwork® POS is a turnkey solution designed for and with 

brokers. You are empowered to provide excellent customer service with 

detailed accountability in a fast-paced business environment. Our software

is designed with you in mind and was the first software platform integrated 

with the largest ticket exchanges for maximized performance.

As a TicketNetwork® POS user, you are automatically enrolled in Mercury,

our industry-leading broker-to-broker exchange platform. With access to more 

than $5.5 billion in ticket inventory through the TicketNetwork® Online 

Exchange, and even more with our continuing secondary exchange 

integration, Mercury enables  you to buy and sell tickets from other brokers in 

real time. This is possible directly through the TicketNetwork® POS. It is the 

only software capable of broadcasting and managing inventory at this level. 

Real-time buy-and-sell capability and diverse office management tools combine to expand

an already robust POS 11. You can now manage every aspect of your ticketing business from

a single place. Plus, built-in e-ticket management helps you capitalize on last-minute sales.

All the features you need

All in real time

View, price, and sell inventory across multiple exchanges seamlessly.

Control inventory feed and markups. Choose exactly which events you broadcast
with full control over pricing.

Save time with automatic order processing—import the sale, remove the ticket group, 
and create an invoice without pushing a single button.



All in one place!

With POS 11, you can:

• Broadcast and sell tickets on multiple exchanges

• Store and sell e-tickets automatically

• List inventory as instant download

• Manage your ticket sales

• Track ticket inventory

• Manage relationships with your customers

• Collect payments from customers

• Create shipping labels automatically

Call +1.860.644.4000 (Option 4) or email sales@ticketnetwork.com. 

Beyond innovative technology, POS 11 comes with the support of knowledgeable and friendly sales 

representatives and technical support professionals to help you as you grow your business. 

Approximately 1,000 ticket brokers in the US and Canada use the TicketNetwork® POS.

More brokers use our POS than any other system.

Brokers use the POS to sell about $1 billion in ticket inventory annually.

Questions about our software?
Ask about a risk-free trial
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We designed the TicketNetwork® POS as 

a strategic software platform, where you 

can manage all aspects of your business 

faster, better, and more efficiently


